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Improve your life on all levels—mentally, physically, emotionally, and spiritually—with this
essential reference guide to 160 easily-procured crystals, minerals, and stones. Packed with
practical knowledge and 190 beautiful full-color photos, this easy-to-use handbook will teach
you all about the gemstone world.Each page provides you with concise information: stone name
and properties, color, corresponding chakra, planet, element, zodiac sign, numerological
association, and mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual uses. Margaret Ann Lembo's
metaphysical crystal directory will also give you Mohs scale ratings, divinatory meanings, and a
series of positive affirmations for each stone. Learn how to charge, cleanse, and use gemstones
in healing grids, plus how to use them as oracles for personal development and spiritual
awakening.Praise:"When energetically used with the understandings and tips provided in this A–
Z essential guide, all good things are possible. Your 'everything' go-to for crystals!"—Cyndi Dale,
bestselling author of The Complete Book of Chakra Healing and Beyond Soul Mates"A must-
have guide for anyone who even enjoys picking up rocks. Her straight-from-the-hip approach is
matched by her passion, love and knowledge of each and every geode, multifaceted crystal,
and everything in between."—Joan Ranquet, author of Communication with All Life
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and retail owners, numerologists, astrologers, and spiritual teachers aroundthe world. Thank you
for all that you taught meover the years, enabling me to compile the information, wisdom, and
knowledge in this book.ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionWorking with GemstonesHow to
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like to acknowledge the energy of the muses, spirit guides, angels, and Master Teachers who



have helped me recall the information that has been poured into this book. There were many
times when I felt and knew that a force much greater than myself was providing the deep insight
into the energy of the crystals, stones, and minerals discussed within these pages. Perhaps this
deeper insight came from the Gemstone Guardians or a higher level of myself. Whatever the
case may be, it is not important what that force is called. What is important is my gratitude for my
ability to be a channel for this information.My gratitude goes to all my rock dealers, especially
Bob Nelson at Raiders of the Lost Art, Quasar Gems, Joseph Neto and Delson Correa at
Underground Crystals, Susan and Bobby Buchannan at Seeds of Light, and Pat Diamond (and
dearly departed Michael Diamond) for their generosity in helping to find the stones for the
photos in this book—as well as for their years of friendship and camaraderie.Special thanks
goes to Bill Krause at Llewellyn. It is because of his request that I’ve written this book. Thank you
for recognizing that this book was in me! I am grateful to everyone at Llewellyn. I give special
kudos to Elysia Gallo for her love of gems and geology. Thanks for your extensive input and
advice to make this a complete guide.Thank you Carol Rosenberg, my personal editor. She is an
answer to my prayers. She has grace and finesse as she helps me polish my writing to make it
the best it can be.I am forever grateful to The Crystal Garden. I would like to acknowledge my
customers, who have taught me so much. I especially bow to and salute my staff for holding the
energy of love and well-being while providing excellent service. Their dedication allowed me the
space to leave my store for many months at a time to sequester myself to write while on book
tour. During the time this book was written, Pam Moore managed my store, which allowed me to
be free to write. Thank you, Pam! I want to also acknowledge Dawn Seiler, Caitlin Ten Eyck,
Darla Mini, Melissa Applegate, Judy Waters, and Chrissy Clark.I would like to acknowledge
certified gemologist Michael Zeff for his contribution to this book. The information in the About
the Stone entries and the Gemology Basics section was provided by him to ensure accurate
gemological information. Michael began his career in the jewelry business in 1974 as owner of
Zeppo Merchandisers, Inc., and has been importing gemstones from Thailand, Mexico, and
Brazil since 1975. He completed the GIA Graduate Gemology Program in 1985. I am honored to
have had the opportunity to work with him.Gratitude to Andy Frame Photography. Thanks to the
good work of Andy and Julie Frame and their kids.I send my thanks and blessings to all my
readers and those who love crystals, minerals, and stones. It is you for whom this book came
forth.And I would like to give special honor to the many metaphysical, New Age, and earth-
centered bookstores, gift stores, centers, studios, and rock shops around the planet that hold
the energy of the magnificent gemstone kingdom. Thank you for hosting my events and sharing
your customers with me throughout the years.Most important, I have deep love and honor for my
beloved, Vincent Velardez. His presence, love, and unwavering support allow me to be all that I
can be. I am thankful to him for being my companion on all my book tours, waiting patiently for
me during events, listening to my talks over and over again, and keeping me grounded and safe.
Thank you, Vincent, for holding the space so I can write and share love.
[contents]IntroductionThis book is about how to use crystals, minerals, rocks, gemstones, and



metals in your everyday life. The uses described within are based on metaphysical principles.
The word metaphysical pertains to that which transcends the physical. In other words,
metaphysics encompasses what the physical and scientific world cannot define but we know
clearly exists. The majority of the principles and information you will find here is based on higher
wisdom and knowledge, which were channeled through me.I know firsthand that these beautiful
tools can help you in your spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical realignment and personal
development. Crystals, minerals, rocks, metals, and gemstones are tools from the earth that can
be used to assist you in staying focused on your intentions to create and maintain positive
change in your life. In fact, intention is the foundation for the practice described in this book.How
did I get to where I am today? Like most children, rocks fascinated me as a young girl, and I
collected them in little boxes over the years alongside my collection of seashells. As an adult, I
was drawn to work with quartz crystals and various minerals, rocks, and gems as part of my
spiritual development and intuitive practice. The use of gemstones is wide and varied. I see them
as beautiful friends from the earth, sparkling with beauty and innate vibration.In the 1980s I was
invited to participate in a crystal-buying venture with two friends who were off to Arkansas. I
made the investment as a silent partner, but before I knew it, I wasn’t so silent and my love for
crystals and rocks was reignited with my childhood enthusiasm. Not only was this a business
venture, but it also became my passion and a main part of my life purpose.Soon after I made this
investment, the mortgage-banking industry catapulted me out of the corporate world of finance
and into the creation of my own metaphysical store and center, The Crystal Garden. Memories
of my lifetime in Atlantis flooded to the surface of my consciousness. The legendary island of
Atlantis—a land mass which sunk beneath the Atlantic Ocean—was first mentioned by Plato, the
Greek philosopher, in his writings. In metaphysical circles, Atlantis is known for the crystal
chambers and spiritual techniques that used sound, color, and vibration to heal. Many of my
memories from that lifetime are woven into these pages, and so this book comes from that place
of innate knowledge and wisdom.The more I interacted with rocks through buying and selling
them for my store, the more I knew about the stones. Of course, I also read books by some of the
forerunners in the crystal-healing field in the early days, which confirmed what I was finding to be
true based on my personal experience. I also learned much from the customers who frequented
my metaphysical bookstore and spiritual center. My customers would ask me for a stone for this
purpose or that, and I would direct them to the gemstone display to pick what they were naturally
attracted to. The decades of interacting with people regarding their gemstone choices were the
best training ever! As my customers shared their challenges and issues, I would observe which
stones they chose for their collection to help them heal, realign, attract relationships, or create
prosperity in their lives. This fieldwork was invaluable, although at the time I didn’t realize it would
become part of my knowledge base for a book.The metaphysical perspectives and uses of
gemstones come naturally to me. Shortly after the creation of my store, I began offering my
clients crystal alignments—a deeply healing and restorative meditation experience. I fondly
recall how the shop was basically devoid of furniture and displays at the time, and I would place



a blanket on the floor, kneel down beside my client, place gemstones and crystals on and
around the body, and guide him or her through a meditation using imagery to restore balance
and regenerate well-being.Over the past three decades I’ve taught many classes and
workshops around the country to hundreds of participants. I developed the Crystal Healer
Certification course now also known as Chakra Awakening Workshop, named after my first
book. Many massage therapists and complementary medicine practitioners incorporate these
teachings into their daily work. Much of this work is intuitive and is also based on the
understanding of the chakras and the belief systems stored within the chakras. You are a
spiritual being in a human body. Your body is composed of seven main chakras or energy
centers. These energy centers begin at the base of the spine with the root chakra and end at the
head with the crown chakra.I’ve been connected with the angelic realm throughout my life. I’ve
shared many lectures, events, and workshops in a variety of settings to help people connect with
their angels. Throughout this book, you will find references to angels and archangels. Just as
gemstones have attributes, the same is true for angels and archangels. You can add the
vibration or assistance of an angel to your intentions or request for realignment. The gemstone
associated with the angel or archangel is based on the color ray and the attribute of the angel or
archangel that is most closely associated with the spiritual energy of the gemstone.In order to
create the life you want, your focus must be on what you do want, not on what you don’t want.
Whatever you focus on becomes your reality. In other words, all of your conscious thoughts and
feelings—as well as the subconscious and unconscious ones—create the life you are currently
living. This basic principle is at the heart of most universal laws, including the law of attraction
and the laws of physics.It is important to have an intention and to focus on the positive so that life
reflects your highest potential. Everything created is done so through intention. We create our
lives with our thoughts, actions, words, and deeds. Our intentions vibrate out into the word and
return to us in the form of our personal reality.When a gemstone is paired with a daily affirmation,
the stone amplifies that intention. It is a tool that helps you maintain your focus on what you do
want. In my work with color and crystals over the course of three decades, I’ve found that to use
a stone most effectively, it is best to associate an intention with it. And the more information you
have about the qualities associated with certain stones, the more creative you can be with using
these valuable tools to improve your life. That’s why I have compiled the information in this book
—to provide you with what you need to know to set about using these gifts from nature to make
positive changes in your life. Some of the affirmations in this book are more detailed versions of
the ones you’ll find in my Angel Gemstone Oracle Cards. As you read about the stone, use the
affirmation combined with your intention to transform your reality.The 160 crystals, minerals, and
stones listed in this book are those that you can commonly find in metaphysical bookstores and
rock shops and are typically used by spiritual practitioners. This book is a comprehensive
metaphysical directory to these stones, and it is intended to help you achieve or maintain a more
balanced existence. This guide provides you with the opportunity to open your mind, body, and
spirit to accepting assistance from the vast mineral kingdom. The following sections are helpful



in how to select stones, clear them, and use them in your daily life; each gemstone entry in the
guide contains the following information:Name of stoneKey phrase: A phrase of a couple of
words to capture the essential meaning of the stone.Color: The various colors in which the
gemstone typically appears.Chakra(s): The energy center typically associated with the
gemstone.Planet(s): The planetary body with which the stone is associated based on
astrology.Number(s): The matching numerological vibration.Element(s): The associated element
derived from either how the stone grows or the energetic components provided by the
stone.Mohs scale: The degree of hardness based on the Mohs scale. (A diamond, one of the
hardest substances on earth, is 10 on this scale. Talc is 1.)Astro sign(s): The sign of the zodiac
with which the stone is associated.Affirmation: A positive statement of affirmation associated
with the gemstone that helps to focus an intention.Spiritual uses: Ideas on how to use the stone
to further develop your spiritual connection.Mental uses: Ideas on how to use the stone for
mental focus or clarity and situations in which it can be helpful.Emotional uses: Ideas on how to
use the stone as a tool for dealing with feelings to unblock underlying challenges.Physical uses:
Ideas on how to use the stone as a complementary tool to heal your physical body or to help you
on a mundane level such as with your career. It is important to realize that the stone is an
external tool to be used to overcome physical challenges. Do not use the stone internally in any
way. The use of gemstones or energetic healing is not a substitute for traditional medicine. It is a
complementary practice to enhance a plan of action established by a professional healthcare
practitioner.Divine guidance: Guidance for uncovering self-knowledge and self-realization for the
purpose of personal development and spiritual awakening.About the stone: A short gemological
summary of the type of stone.While each entry under the gemstones provides valuable insight
for personal growth, the key to getting the most out of this directory is focusing on the
affirmations. Use the color, energy, and feel of the stone to complement the positive thoughts
you have established regarding your goals and desires. Allow yourself to replace negative
thoughts or fears connected with the goal with the positive statements that the affirmation
provides. Repeat the affirmation again and again and soon you’ll find that any negative thoughts
and fears disintegrate. There is no room for anything but love and goodness where love and
goodness reside.Use the Appendices in the back of this book. You will find information to direct
you to stones to invite and invoke archangels in the Archangels list. Astrology lovers will enjoy
the Astrological Signs and Planets and Asteroids lists. Refer to the Careers and Professions
appendix when dealing with challenges or situations in the business world.New Age and
MetaphysicalConcepts for BeginnersThroughout this book, you will find references to
numerology, astrology, intuition, channeling, past lives, various healing therapies, and much
more. Information about crystal alignment, chakra balancing, and other energy-healing
modalities are referred to throughout for the readers who are energy healers or who wish to
learn about energy healing. If some of these concepts are new to you, look for them in the
glossary and check out the suggested reading to learn more about them. As you become
familiar with these concepts and techniques, integrate the ones that resonate with you with into



your life as you deem appropriate.Gemology BasicsWhile this book is primarily a metaphysical
guide, I want to provide you with some basic gemological information on crystals, minerals, and
stones that you may find helpful as you delve into this vast world of color and form. This very
brief gemology lesson will give you some insight into the names or types of the stones and a few
of the associated terms so that you can move forward with your practice with some relevant
background.Rocks are mineral aggregates containing one or more minerals.Minerals are
naturally occurring inorganic materials with generally consistent chemical, physical, and optical
compositions.Crystals refer to the smooth, angular forms assumed by minerals when they
solidify. The inner atomic structure of the mineral forms the outward structure of the crystal. Each
mineral crystallizes in a consistent crystal group, and the shape of the crystal can aid in
identification. When conditions are not present that would allow a mineral to crystallize into its
well-known faceted structure, it can occur in massive form, in veins or in nodules, within a matrix
of another form of rock.Gemstone is a broad term that encompasses both organic materials and
synthetically created inorganic gemlike materials cut or polished by man.Fossils are the
preserved remains of animals, animal parts, plants, and other living organisms from the past.
Generally, fossils are composed of rocks that contain limestone.Quartz is silicon dioxide that
crystallizes and is also found in masses. Quartz is found in several forms. The varieties that
crystallize are known as amethyst, citrine, smoky quartz, rose quartz, and rock crystal quartz
depending on color.Chalcedonies, which comprise agates, onyx and sardonyx, and jaspers, are
cryptocrystalline or microcrystalline quartz composed of microscopic quartz crystals. Agate,
jasper, and chalcedony all have chemical and physical properties that are virtually
indistinguishable. A general distinction can be made that agates are banded while chalcedony is
not banded; jasper is heavily colored with minerals and may contain iron and other impurities
that impart the color and density of the stones.Obsidian is a natural glass formed during the
cooling of volcanic lava. As a glass, it is amorphous and has no crystalline structure.The study of
these naturally occurring materials can be fascinating, but this subject goes beyond the scope of
this book. Although gemological references are made throughout, this guide transcends the
physical; the information provided is meant to enhance your spiritual and energetic practices.
There are many books about gemology, a deep and interesting subject all its own.
[contents]Working withGemstonesThe most important thing about working with crystals,
minerals, and stones is to remember is that they are simply tools that provide you with a
reminder of your intentions and goals. Just as you might light a candle to help you focus on your
intention or tie a string around your finger to remember something, a gemstone can provide that
same nudge. These sparkling treasures from deep within the earth can help distract you from
any troubling thoughts that might be getting in the way of your progress. They remind you to
focus on what you do want instead of what you don’t. Here is a good way to get started:Pick a
stone, any stone.Hold the stone in your hand, or if it’s too large to hold, gaze at the stone.Read
the divination provided in this book for the stone and contemplate what that gemstone is trying
to awaken in your awareness.Use an affirmation (either the one provided for the stone in this



book or one that you create) to help you maintain your focus on what you want, thus replacing
thoughts of things you do not want.Every time you touch the stone, look at it, or think of it,
remember why you are working with it, and reaffirm your intention.You can carry smaller stones
around with you to stay focused on your intentions while you go about your day, or you can place
them strategically around your house or workplace. In fact, there are many methods for
incorporating crystals into your daily life, including:Carry smaller gemstones in your pocket.
Every time you touch your chosen stone, bring your mind back to your intention.Put smaller
crystals in your pillowcase. Set your intention as you fall asleep and let your subconscious mind
work with the crystals to amplify your intention.Put the chosen stone on your desk, workstation,
or even on the dashboard of your car so that every time you look at it, the rock will remind you to
be mindful and conscious of your thoughts and the actions you are taking to actualize your
reality.Crystals can become part of your everyday lifeas beautiful reminders of your intentions
and goals.Create a grid of stones in your room, house, property, or office. Set your intention by
charging the group of gemstones to be used. (To charge a crystal, focus all your attention on the
stone and mentally transfer your intention into the stone with a confident, forceful breath.)
Decide which geometric formation best suits you. Place gemstones in the corners of rooms, on
furniture, and on windowsills while imagining that you are mentally drawing an energetic
geometric line of light to establish a grid of love and well-being to uphold your intention. (There’s
more about creating a grid in the Crystal Grids and Alignments appendix.)Transform your reality
using gemstones as they relate specifically to your chakras as discussed here and in my book
Chakra Awakening.Use gemstone hydrotherapy: Place a collection of small charged stones into
a net or organza bag, and drop it in your bathtub to infuse your bathwater with your intention. As
you relax in the tub, allow the positive energy to seep into your skin.Regardless of the method
used to incorporate healing gemstones into your life, be sure to form clear intentions you can
associate with particular stones every time you see them when choosing crystals. For example,
if you are looking for more love in your life, you may choose a rose quartz after reviewing the
various gemstones in this directory. When you see or touch the rose quartz, any other thoughts
you have will melt away, and you will be filled with the love you wish to attract into your life. Need
more self-confidence? You might choose a citrine from among the stones that boost self-
confidence. Every time you touch the citrine, look at it, or even think of it, you will have the
opportunity to reaffirm your intention that you are filled with confidence. The A-to-Z Essential
Guide will help you choose your stones for this purpose, or you can choose a stone, look it up in
the guide, and see what mysteries it reveals to you.How to Choose CrystalsYou can use this
book as a guide for choosing stones to assist you with your life, but quite often, the stones you
are drawn to are the stones that have important lessons or messages in store for you. Browse
through your local metaphysical store, and allow yourself to be attracted to the stone that is right
for you at this moment in your life.You don’t have to spend a lot of money to work with stones.
The most affordable are small tumbled stones you’ll find in most metaphysical stores and rock
shops. Larger stones usually carry a higher price tag. However, with a little money, you’ll always



find a stone for you at the right price. I recommend starting a collection of tumbled stones, since
you can easily accumulate a reasonably priced variety of choices to use with this book.The
majority of the stones listed in this book is naturally occurring and come straight from the earth.
In a few cases, you’ll find that I have included synthetic, dyed, or slightly altered stones. I’ve
purposely included some of these sparkling options because they are commonly found in
metaphysical shops, and you may be drawn to one. Based on my own experience, I still like to
use them and want to share how they can also be useful.As you are looking through the tumbled
stones (and the larger stones, if you wish), think about what you want to attract or change in your
life—in other words, what do you hope to accomplish by working with the crystal you will
choose? Contemplate what you will think about every time you touch or look at the stone.
Continue looking at the various stones. Allow your higher self to be naturally attracted to one of
them. Choose the stone by color and how attractive it is to you. If you think a stone is pretty or if it
piques your interest in some other way, pick it up and see if you like the way it feels in your hand.
Ask yourself, “How does this stone make me feel?” Begin your work by using your intuition and
feelings about the chosen stone without searching out its description. Then look it up in the
pages that follow to find out why you were attracted to it and the many ways you can use the
stone to awaken your awareness. Learn how it can assist you or affect you on all levels—
spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically.Which stones do you find appealing?Perhaps
there’s a message hidden in your preferences!You can also use this book as a guide for
choosing the right stones for you. As you flip through the pages, see if your eyes are drawn to a
particular photo, then read about that stone. If you relate to what you read, put that stone on your
shopping list. Or maybe it isn’t the photograph that draws you in but a particular affirmation or
any of the other material under a gemstone entry. With your shopping list in hand, you can seek
out those stones when you visit the rock shop. Even when you are seeking out specific stones,
be open to others that might be “calling” to you as well.To choose stones that specifically relate
to the chakras you wish to align as described in this book and more in depth in my book Chakra
Awakening, turn to the Chakra appendix.Pick stones that seem appropriate for your purposes
from the chart and then read the associated affirmations. When you find one that feels right, put
that on your shopping list as well. While it’s best to use your intuition when choosing stones, you
can also choose stones by color and shape to amplify your intentions.The Shapes and Sizes of
CrystalsCrystals come in various shapes and sizes, either directly from the earth in their natural
state or polished and cut into various geometric configurations. Gemstones are especially
delightful in jewelry, amulets, and pendulums. In fact, your home, office, and jewelry box
probably contain some of these sparkling treasures already. After reading this book, you will look
at your gemstone paperweights, book ends, and rings from a new perspective. The various
shapes of the stones provide you with further insights when setting your
intentions.ArrowheadsArrowheads are often carved out of black obsidian, but you can find other
types of stones carved into arrowheads as well. I use arrowheads as a reminder that there are
always signs pointing me in the right direction. (Some people have assigned the negative



connotation of being “stabbed in the back” to the arrowhead, but I choose to see the positive in
everything!)Use this shape of stone to help remind you that there is always direction available to
help you know what to do, where to go, and what to do next. I encounter many clients who just
don’t have any direction and are waiting for someone to tell them what do to with their lives. I
remind them that each of us is solely responsible for deciding what to do with our own life. You
can use an arrowhead to help you focus your intention on identifying what you enjoy doing.
When you do what you love, prosperity, peace, and love will be more abundant.GeodesGeodes
are rounded rock formations that, once broken open, expose a beautiful crystalline interior. You
never know what you’ll find inside a geode until it has been broken open. Geodes are typically
sold only after the center has been revealed. The interiors are agate, quartz, amethyst, or
chalcedony. Geodes are often dyed various colors for an added effect. (I believe that color-
infused crystals are equally as delightful and as effective for the purposes described in this
book.) Children love geodes. The miniature cavern is reminiscent of the land of little fairies and
gnomes. The word “geode” comes from the Greek word geodes, meaning earthlike. You can use
geodes to help focus your attention on being more grounded while contemplating your
innermost thoughts.HeartsMany stones are cut and polished into the shape of a heart. Heart-
shaped stones are dedicated to approaching whatever you are working on from the center of
yourself—your heart chakra. Heart-shaped stones remind you that love is always the answer.
Allow love. Love yourself. Nurture yourself. If you are attracted to heart-shaped stones, you may
want to improve your relationships—the relationship you have with others as well as the
relationship you have with yourself. Use a heart-shaped stone to help focus your attention on
attracting romance or more love into your life.PyramidsPyramids are a popular shape in crystal
shops. The base of a pyramid is a polygon (a straight-sided flat shape); the sides are triangles
that meet at the top, or the apex. Pyramids can be square, triangular, pentagonal, and so on. The
common feature is that they are three-dimensional figures with a flat base and straight edges
(polyhedrons). Use pyramids to amplify your focus and the preservation of knowledge, wisdom,
love, and protection. The foundation of the pyramid is the grounding force. The triangle
represents focus, and the point aligns you with your intentions.SpheresA sphere (also called a
crystal ball or orb) is a three-dimensional object shaped like a ball. Every point on the surface is
the same distance from the center. Virtually every type of stone has been polished into a sphere,
so the choice of color and size is plentiful. This shape is helpful during times when you are
connecting with the oneness of all life. Spheres are pleasant to gaze at during meditative
practice. Use a sphere to help focus your attention on receiving intuitive information to help
yourself or another person. Use it as a companion tool during readings or in a work setting on
your desk as a decorative item to help you read-—and hear—between the lines.CubesA cube is
a relatively common shape for some crystals. The cube itself represents the energy of the triple-
digit vibrations of numbers. In basic geometry, to cube a number is to multiply the same number
three times. For example, 3x3x3=27. Take that number, 333, without multiplying it, and it
represents the realm of the Ascended Masters (see “Ascended Master” in the glossary). To take



this further, the number 27 becomes a 9 in numerology (2+7=9), which represents the
completion of a cycle.Use a cube-shaped gemstone to help you experience completion of a life
cycle with awareness and good intentions. The gemstone cube you choose for this purpose will
amplify and strengthen your intentions. You can also choose cubes when you need to affirm that
everything will turn out for the best.OctahedronsAn octahedron is three-dimensional form
consisting of eight equilateral triangle facets. Four of the eight faces form a pyramid pointing in
one direction and the exact replica forms in the other direction—with the bases of the pyramid
back to back. It has twelve edges and six vertices or corner points, and four edges meet at each
vertex. Fluorite octahedrons or clusters with octahedral formations are naturally occurring.There
are many numerological meanings behind all of these faces and edges. The eight faces lend the
ability to be strong enough to execute your abilities in a leadership-type role. Eight adds great
financial success and the vibrations for good business judgment. The three edges of each face
offer access to the subconscious mind, producing growth through imagination. The twelve
edges represent the connection with super-consciousness and all that is. It provides inner
strength and tolerance. The six corner points offer justice, comfort, beauty, and love. An
octahedron has the vibration of embracing community responsibility and the interplay that has
with each person’s domestic life. Use an octahedron to help focus your attention on any of these
concepts or qualities.ClustersEvery gemstone cluster is entirely unique. Clear quartz and all
types of gemstone clusters grow within the veins of mountains throughout the world. Clusters
are a family of points that share a common matrix. The cluster, therefore, represents happy
community connections, starting first with a happy family life and learning how to share common
ground while each individual point/person is unique within itself. Use a gemstone cluster to help
focus your attention on community and global connection. The cluster is a reminder of the
interconnectedness of all life on this planet and beyond. Use clusters when setting intentions
that will have wide-reaching effects.WandsA wand shape occurs naturally in many types of
gemstones. Wands are also often fashioned from larger chunks or pieces of stone into points or
massage tools. Wands can be used in a variety of ways. They direct energy, help focus attention,
and ground the force of thoughts into a steady, single force.Wands are often used by body
workers, reflexologists, acupressure workers, and massage therapists as a tool in their healing
modality. They are useful in crystal grids to connect the matrix of the grids by adding a link to
amplify the grid’s intention. Wands are employed for ritual and magical purposes.Use a crystal
wand for memory recall, to maintain focus, to amplify vital life force, and to strengthen
concentration. Wands help gather energy and direct energy through the transference of thought
and intention.Gemstone-Adorned Everyday ItemsGemstone-adorned rings, earrings, bracelets,
and necklaces are not only attractive but can also be worn with intention as a reminder to keep
your focus on your positive affirmations and desires. Dress with consciousness: when you
establish your goals for the day, charge the gemstone jewelry you will use as an accent to your
outfit with your intentions. You can also adorn your keychain, bags, and cell phone with crystals
specifically intended for this purpose. As you see the gemstones dangling or adorning these



everyday items, you will be frequently reminded to keep your awareness on your goals and
desires throughout the day. Other items you may consider of the everyday variety, such as
pendulums and amulets, also benefit from crystal energy. A simple piece of string and a button
make a simple divining pendulum, but a faceted crystal point at the end of a chain adds a rich
dimension to your dowsing practices. Similarly, while an amulet, which is meant to bring good
luck and protection, can be made of practically any type of material, a crystal brings the added
benefit of positive associations and intentions attached to it.Clearing and Charging
CrystalsIntention is the simplest, most effective, and least costly way to clear and charge a
crystal. To begin, roll the crystal in a clockwise direction with your dominant hand, pressing firmly
on each of the crystal’s facets. This creates a piezoelectric charge. (Piezoelectricity is simply the
ability of some materials, including certain types of crystals, to have electrical properties under
stress.) Next, press the forefinger of your dominant hand onto the tip of the crystal, and place the
forefinger and thumb on your other hand on the sides of the crystal to create a crosscurrent.
Next, focus all of your attention on the stone and mentally transfer your intention to clear the
stone into the stone itself. Think something to yourself along these lines: My intention is to clear
this crystal, releasing whatever is not for my highest good and for the highest good of all
concerned. Then complete the process with a confident, forceful breath through your nose (a
pulsed breath). The force of the exhaled breath is similar to the force of a breath you would use
to extinguish a candle.Repeat this process for each pair of facets on the crystal. For example, a
quartz is a six-sided gemstone, so you need to repeat this process three times because you’re
holding on to two sides at a time. In the case of tumbled stones, larger crystals, or a large
assortment of crystals, it isn’t necessary to hold the crystal or the group of crystals in your hand
to clear them. Simply look at each stone you want to clear and make the strong intention that it
will be cleared. Follow this with a pulsed breath.Breath, intention, mental focus, transference of
thoughts, and visualization performed remotely are effective as well. You can clear your house,
office, or car in the same manner. The plan is to hold the intention and visualize and know it is
effective.Other ways to clear your crystals include smudging with herbs and resins, salt baths,
running them under tap water, holding them tightly in the ocean as the water cleanses them, and
placing them for a time in the sunlight or moonlight. If you choose to use salt baths to clear your
crystals, quickly pass them through the saltwater, then rinse and dry. Many polished stones will
lose their shine after sitting in saltwater. This goes for the ocean as well. Be sure to hold on to
your stones at the beach very tightly. Many a stone has returned to Mother Earth this way!
Gemstones for the ChakrasGemstones come in a vast array of colors. The use of color is a
powerful tool for bringing balance into our lives. It is a vital part of our body, mind, and spirit.
According to some Eastern philosophies, chakras are the energy centers that comprise our
energy field. These energy centers are responsible for regulating the functions of many levels of
our being. There are seven main chakras, each of which has a color associated with it; in turn,
each color corresponds to a stone of the same color, as described here and in each entry in the
A-to-Z guide.First ChakraThe first chakra is the root chakra. Its basic color is red. This energy



center is located at the base of the spine and is responsible for our basic needs. This is where
we store our vital energy for providing food, shelter, and water for ourselves. It is the base of
Maslow’s pyramid. These are our very basic needs, and money is strongly associated with this
center. A gemstone for the root is garnet.Second ChakraThe second chakra is the navel or
sacral chakra. Its main color is orange. It is obviously located at the navel. This is the center for
reproduction and creativity. We often store emotional memories in this center. It is a center that
allows us to create and take action in our lives. A gemstone for the navel is carnelian.Third
ChakraThe third chakra is the solar plexus chakra, and it is located at the solar plexus (the area
of the body between the belly button and the center of the chest). The main color associated
with the chakra is yellow. This is the place of joy, personal power, self-confidence, mental clarity,
and the ability to shine our light. We often store verbal abuses here that may have reduced our
self-esteem, and likewise store kudos and praises that we have received that raised our self-
confidence. A gemstone for the solar plexus is citrine.Fourth ChakraThe fourth chakra is the
heart center. This chakra is green and/or pink. It is located in the center of the chest. This center
is the bridge between the lower three chakras of the physical, mundane world and the upper
chakras of the spiritual world. This is the part of us where our true self resides; the “Love That
We Are.” It is where and how we integrate that we are spiritual beings having a physical
experience. Some gemstones for the heart are green aventurine and rose quartz.Fifth
ChakraThe fifth chakra is the throat center. This chakra is blue (like the color of the sky) or
turquoise. This center is located at the throat and provides us with our ability to communicate
and express ourselves. This is not exclusively our verbal expression, but also the way we
express ourselves in the world, including writing, speaking, singing, cooking, or however else we
may express who and what we are. A stone for the throat center is aquamarine.Sixth ChakraThe
sixth chakra is the third eye center. This chakra is indigo blue. It is located in the center of the
forehead. This is the location of our ability to see the unseen, know the unknown, and hear what
is not being said. It is the place of intuition, knowing, and dreaming. A stone for the third eye is
lapis lazuli.Seventh ChakraThe seventh chakra is the crown chakra. The color associated with
the crown ranges from golden white light to a violet flame. This is the place of higher intuition,
channeling, and connection with divine consciousness. This is the place where our connection
to miracles resides. Some gemstones for the crown chakra are selenite, amethyst, and clear
quartz.Making conscious connection with the chakras with the intention of balancing and
aligning them with each other provides an avenue for balancing various aspects of your life. It is
beneficial to meditate on each of the chakras using visualization to spin off what you no longer
need and replace that with goodness, love, and well-being. Using guided meditation CDs and
placing gemstones on each of these chakras will bring peace and balance to your life. You can
use my CD, Color Meditation: Align Your Chakras, as a tool to assist you in balancing your life.
Chakra Awakening goes into great detail of all of the chakras, and you can read it for an in-depth
understanding of the chakras and color usage.Crystal Alignment: Chakra BalancingA crystal
alignment is also referred to as the laying on of stones. It is the process of placing gemstones



and crystals on and around the body with the intention to restore balance. It’s a meditative
experience that elicits extreme relaxation.Although a crystal alignment is usually performed by
someone else rather than for oneself, there is no reason you can’t give it a try. You can perform a
crystal alignment with little or no experience simply by placing the crystals, stones, and minerals
you are attracted to on or around you for meditation, prayer, or contemplation. If you are lying
down for this experience, first line up the suggested crystals next to you and then place them on
each chakra, beginning with the root and work your way up to the crown.To provide this
alignment for someone else, establish intention with the recipient of a crystal alignment. Engage
in conversation prior to the actual meditation experience. During the preparation for the
alignment, determine the ultimate goal and develop a strategy together to restore balance. The
section below gives you some guidance for offering this type of session for another person. The
same applies when you are doing this for yourself; just ask yourself the questions.Choosing
Gemstones for the AlignmentThere are a number of ways to approach the process of deciding
what crystals to use for the actual laying on of stones. With the participation of the person
receiving the alignment, determine the reason for the session. Why does he or she want a
crystal alignment? What feels out of balance? Once you are proficient at pinpointing colors and
chakras either through extensive reading or attending workshops related to becoming a crystal
healer, you will automatically know which crystals will be most beneficial. However, not everyone
has the time or money for that kind of training. Each entry in this book lists the chakras
associated with the individual gemstones, but you can use the following for a quick
reference:Crown chakra: Selenite—Divine connection, miracle worker, and channelThird eye
chakra: Lapis lazuli—intuition, spiritual sight, and meditationThroat chakra: Angelite—
communication, divine timing, angelic communication, and spirit-guide awarenessHeart chakra:
Green tourmaline—love, compassion, kindness, and toleranceSolar plexus chakra: Golden
calcite—self-confidence, courage, joy, and enthusiasmNavel chakra: Carnelian—creativity,
fertility, and realization of goals and intentionsRoot chakra: Garnet—prosperity, vitality, passion,
sensuality, and actionA reliable alternative to choosing stones for a crystal alignment listed here
or elsewhere is to use a technique I call the Gemstone Oracle. To use the Gemstone Oracle
technique, place your collection of gemstones and crystals in front of the person for whom you
are performing the crystal alignment, and ask him or her to choose seven gemstones. Advise the
person to choose the stone he or she is attracted to in that moment. This is extremely revealing,
as everyone innately knows what they need and where they need help or guidance. The choice
of gemstones also often reveals a pattern of colors that the person needs or wants to
rebalance.Once the stones have been chosen, use your intuition along with the knowledge that
you have gained about the chakras, the associated colors, and complementary colors. Refer to
the gemstone meaning found in this book, and use the matching affirmation.Laying On of
StonesAfter choosing the stones for the alignment, place them on and around the person as he
or she reclines on a massage table or another flat surface. You may want to drape a blanket or a
sheet over the person for a feeling of security. Be sure to clear your area ahead of time with one



of the methods you have available to you, such as Florida Water or Smudge in Spray.Encourage
the person to let you know if anything feels uncomfortable at any time. Sometimes the stones
can feel too hot or too cold. Some of my clients have expressed to me that stones felt too heavy.
Let the person know that there should never be any physical pain associated with this type of
healing. Keep in mind that some people are too self-conscious to tell you if something is
bothering them. Reassure and check in with the person from time to time to ask if everything
feels okay as you place stones on his or her body.An example of a crystal alignment.In a crystal
alignment, the stones are placedon the body’s chakras for rebalancing.Stones will often fall off
or roll to some other part of the body during this experience. This can be caused by the body
breathing, or even because the crystal healing session has taken on a life of its own.
Occasionally, when a stone moves, I will replace it in its original location, yet I assess my
intuition to determine if perhaps that is where the stone wants to be. At times, even when I
replace the stone, it rolls right back to where it wants to be, so I let it be.Crystal Grids forHome,
Office, and the PlanetA crystal grid is the use of gemstones in geometric configurations placed
on or around a person, place, or thing to achieve a desired intention. Crystal grids can be
combined with crystal alignments with larger groups of people at sacred sites. The use of sacred
geometry to realize a goal is often employed by metaphysicians, spiritual teachers, and many
spiritual practitioners.Crystal grids are simply a much bigger, larger-than-life version of a crystal
alignment used with the intention of realigning the body of Mother Earth through the activation of
the Grids of Light. The Grids of Light can be likened to the grid of electricity you live within, or the
(worldwide) web created via the Internet. The Grids of Light are around and within the body of
Mother Earth. To create crystal grids, use people and crystals to create geometric configurations
in conjunction with intention, meditation, guided imagery, and prayer.I’ve been to sacred sites to
activate the grids of light and love that surround our planet. My travels have included Chichen
Itza, Mexico; Uxmal, Mexico; Dzibilchaltún, Mexico; Teotihuacan, Mexico; Machu Picchu, Peru;
Mesa Verde, Colorado; Stonehenge, England; and other sacred places. We’ve performed
meditative crystal grids using telepathy which connects crystals held by participants, activating
love and well-being at the location.Sacred geometry is geometry used in designing temples,
pyramids, cathedrals, churches, and other places of worship and spiritual connection. Sacred
architecture sets a foundational vibration and vortex or channel for an easier connection with
spiritual wisdom.This type of geometry is also found within sacred art. Sacred art is designed
with the intention to uplift your consciousness to the spiritual. Geometry and mathematical
ratios, harmonics, and proportion are found in music, light, and the philosophical study of the
universe.You don’t have to be an architect nor must you understand sacred geometry to make a
grid. It’s easy to make one by placing stones intuitively with intention. The key phrase here is
intuitively with intention. Although I provide formulas for successful grids in the Crystal Grids and
Alignments appendix, I encourage you to think with your heart and follow your intuition. Brush up
on the energy represented by the colors of the stones; familiarize yourself with the color
meanings.If you know the color and know what you want to achieve, all you need to do is place



stones strategically around the space you are gridding. Stay focused on the intention of infusing
love and well-being in and around that space. Imagine that these gemstones are energetically
connecting with each other and are creating a network of well-being above, below, and around
the room or space. This process can be used both indoors and outdoors.Write down a clear
intention that defines the purpose of the grid.Pick the crystals and gemstones that will positively
effect change.Stand in the center of the room or space, and state your intention aloud while
gazing at the stones. If the stones are small enough, hold them in your hands while you speak.
Otherwise, place them on a surface, hold your hands over or around the stones, and gaze at the
stones as you infuse the gemstones with the intended energy.Intuitively place the stones around
the room or space. As you do this, continue to stay focused on love and well-being, and visualize
the positive outcome. Use your imagination to see, sense, feel, and know the intention
completed.Now, really stretch your imagination, and visualize beams of light or particles of
energy that connect each and every stone to create an energetic web of love, light, and well-
being. See or know that this web extends far and wide around the space.Placing crystals,
minerals, and stones around your homehas many benefits both for the house and all its
inhabitants.In summary, place crystals, minerals, and stones around the space you wish to
realign or bless. Instill your intention and visualize the stones creating a matrix of love and well-
being. I have included sample diagrams and suggested stones for various places and purposes
in the Crystal Grids and Alignments appendix.The Appendices in the back of this book are
intended to assist you when choosing stones for all parts of your life. You have the Careers and
Professions appendix to refer to when you are picking a stone for your workspace or the office of
a friend. Use the Archangels appendix for spiritual assistance to align you with the Divine. The
Astrological Signs and Planets and Asteroids appendices are geared to help connect you with a
deeper understanding of the cycles of our stars, planets, and your own personal astrological
chart and transits.[contents]The A-to-ZEssential GuideIn the pages that follow, you will find a
directory of stones listed in alphabetical order. Each entry includes the following
categories:Name of stoneKey Phrase: A phrase of a couple of words to provide a quick insight
into the information regarding the specific stone.Color(s): The various colors in which the stone
typically appears. The most common color is listed first. The meaning of a stone is often
revealed by the color of the stone. The color directly relates to one or more of the seven
chakras.Chakra(s): Indicates the chakra for which this stone would be most beneficial. An in-
depth understanding of the chakras provides you with a strong foundation for using stones.
Knowing the chakras is like knowing your alphabet prior to forming words and
sentences.Planet(s): The planetary body with which the stone is associated. Sometimes the
choice of planet corresponds with the astrological sign assigned, and sometimes it doesn’t.
Some stones have an asteroid listed under this entry as well, such as Chiron, Ceres, Pallas,
Vesta, and Juno. This is based on my chart-reading experience, which includes the asteroids.
Including the asteroids provides a deeper understanding of geometric formations revealed in
astrology charts.Number(s): The matching numerological vibration. This number is based on my



knowledge of numerology, and in some cases, the number was provided by divine inspiration. In
some instances, double digits followed by a single digit separated by a slash are listed to give
the stone a more complete numerological portrayal.Element(s): The choice of the element—air,
fire, water, metal, or earth—is determined by a number of means. Sometimes the element is
based on how the mineral grows or formed on the earth. Other times, it’s based on the human
interaction—how it affects the four subtle bodies. And, of course, there are moments when the
element was revealed to me through Divine inspiration and has nothing to do with the chemical
elements of the mineral, stone, or metal.Mohs scale: The degree of hardness based on the
Mohs scale. This scale rates the scratch and abrasion resistance of various minerals and stones
(but not durability or toughness) when affected by rougher materials. It was created by the
German geologist and mineralogist Frederich Mohs in 1812, and applies to stones, materials,
minerals, and rocks. (A diamond, the hardest known substance on earth at the time the Mohs
scale was created, is 10 on this scale. Talc is 1.)Astro sign(s): Short for “astrological signs.” The
sign of the zodiac with which the stone is associated. There are many opinions from many
gemologists, authors, astrologers, metaphysicians, and others providing their take on the
assignment of the zodiac sign for each gemstone. The astrological signs listed here are based
on more than three decades of study with many different teachers.Affirmation: A positive
statement of affirmation associated with the stone that helps to focus an intention. The most
powerful use of stones is through the use of setting an intention, focus, or goal for the stone in
question. The affirmation provided at the beginning of each entry gives you various phrases to
state, repeat, or think about every time you look at, touch, or use the stone. It is my
recommendation to set an intention when working with a stone; the affirmation is provided to
help you form the intention.Spiritual uses: Ideas on how to use the stone to further develop your
spiritual connection. The spiritual use of the stone is the manner in which it can help you develop
your spiritual nature or your spiritual practice. Common suggestions are offered regarding
connection with the Divine, regression therapy for a better understanding of spiritual lessons,
meditation practice, and connection with guides, angels, and other master teachers in a variety
of ways.Mental uses: The use of the gem for mental focus or clarity and situations in which it can
be helpful. The use of the stone for the mind and the various ways we think and use our mind is
provided in this section. The mental subtle body contains all the thought forms in your
consciousness. It is these thought forms that create your reality. To manage and balance your
thought forms is paramount in creating a happy, healthy, and productive life. Use the stone with
intention to keep your mind focused on the positive: what you do want, not what you don’t
want.Emotional uses: A tool for dealing with feelings to unblock underlying challenges; the
emotional body is just as real as the physical body. You don’t have to be convinced that you have
feelings—or do you? This section is dedicated to how the stone can help you get in touch with,
embrace, or transform and transmute your feelings. Balance is always the goal, and it starts by
understanding and recognizing how you feel.Physical uses: The most obvious part of our
existence—the physical realm. This section provides uses for gemstones for the mundane



world, including the physical body and financial security. Important note: never use stones
internally in any way. Do not put gemstones in water you plan on drinking. See the section
“Working with Gemstones” for methods of applying crystals for uses described in this
book.Divine guidance: Guidance for uncovering self-knowledge, and self-realization for the
purpose of personal development and spiritual awakening. Here the Gemstone Oracle speaks
and gives you a message to tell you what it could mean if you are attracted to this stone. The
word oracle refers to a person, place, or thing through which advice or prophecy is given. In this
setting, the stone you pick is a clue to part of your unconscious (or subconscious) thoughts and
beliefs, helping you uncover hidden or buried truths, a bit like uncovering computer programs
that run in the background. Use the divine guidance to awaken your awareness. Personally,
using gemstones as an oracle became natural across many years as a crystal shop
owner.About the stone. A basic geological description of the stone.Agate, Blue-DyedLove,
Wealth, and AbundanceColor(s)blueChakra(s)throat, third eyePlanet(s)Uranus,
EarthNumber(s)77/5Element(s)airMohs scale6.5–7Astro sign(s)Aquarius, VirgoAffirmation I am
at peace. All is well in my life. I am grateful for my ability to stay focused on what is truly
important. I am a blessing to myself and others. I have many blessings. Love, wealth, and
abundance come naturally to me.Spiritual uses With its peaceful blue energy, blue-dyed agate
emits calming vibrations. This stone infuses peacefulness into the surrounding area. Use this
stone to integrate grounded meditation experiences into your practices. This agate, which is
often attractive to children, helps provide calm, grounded experiences for children’s spiritual
activities in the metaphysical realm.Mental uses Blue-dyed agate is useful for gaining insight
and clarity. In cases where confusion or distractions exist, this stone can assist in gently guiding
your attention back to the matter at hand. Use this stone with children for relieving stress
regarding school work or any type of study. It’s helpful for children as well as adults with ADD
and ADHD.Emotional uses With blue-dyed agate in hand, set your intentions on balancing your
emotions and bringing yourself into a place of calmness. If you have a tendency to be up and
down in your emotions, this is one of the stones that can help you maintain that focus. All agates
are very grounding, and the blue energy in this stone will calm any inflamed emotions you may
be experiencing.Physical uses Blue-dyed agate is a good stone to work with if you frequently
strain parts of your body. Using this stone can help keep your attention on what you are doing. If
you tend to become angry easily, this stone can remind you that everything is okay at the
deepest level. Breathe deeply and allow the blue energy to dissipate the angry red energy from
your consciousness. It is also a stone of good fortune and many blessings. Use this stone to
discover your life’s work and fulfill your divine purpose.Divine guidance Are looking for grounding
and focus? Are you also experiencing some frustrations or agitation? Perhaps you are feeling
aggravated or angry with someone or some situation. This is a reminder to focus your attention
on a peaceful place within you and in all your interactions. Don’t sweat the small stuff.About the
stone:Silicon dioxide formed into microcrystalline quartz with synthetic blue color
enhancement.Agate, Blue LaceOpportunities Abound!Color(s)translucent pastel blue with white



swirlsChakra(s)throatPlanet(s)Venus, Uranus, NeptuneNumber(s)7, 11, 12Element(s)air,
waterMohs scale6.5–7Astro sign(s)Virgo, Libra, PiscesAffirmation Favorable opportunities
present themselves to me in many ways, and I follow through on their promise. I am always in the
right place at the right time. I have divine timing. It is easy for me to express myself. I am
understood. I truly hear what others are communicating.Spiritual uses The pastel blue vibration
of blue lace agate aligns you with the ability to hear divine guidance from angels, spirit guides,
power animals, fairies, and the Other Side. With this alignment, the ability to follow your intuition
is increased. This stone helps you to develop trust of the spiritual realm. This stone is associated
with Archangels Haniel and Thuriel.Mental uses Blue lace agate improves your ability to
communicate with others and speak your truth. Use it when you want to be heard and truly
understood. It also helps you listen more closely when others speak and really hear and
understand what they are trying to express. It aids your ability to read between the
lines.Emotional uses Blue lace agate increases your ability to stay calm and peaceful in times of
stress and turmoil. It is an aid for appropriately communicating your emotions and feelings. This
stone’s pastel blue color is ideal to use to calm children who have a tendency to be hyperactive
and extremely loud. On the other hand, it assists children who have a hard time expressing
themselves. In other words, this agate balances out either extreme.Physical uses The pastel
blue of this lacy agate promotes health for the throat, neck, ears, mouth, gums, teeth, and nose.
Blue lace agate encourages peace and calm and is beneficial for healing all types of physical
ailments. This stone helps you to reduce stress and calm inflammation. Use it for laryngitis, sore
throats, and canker sores and to calm outbreaks of herpes anywhere on the body.Divine
guidance Do you feel like you keep missing promising opportunities? Do you simply wish to
recognize opportunities when they knock? Have faith: divine timing is at play in your life. Allow
yourself to recognize this powerful force and believe that you are always in the right place at the
right time with the right people.About the stone:Blue lace agate is silicon dioxide forming into
microcrystalline quartz with blue and white banding in lace-like patterns. The stones are
translucent.Agate, BotswanaAbstract ThinkingColor(s)a combination of translucent to opaque
banded swirls of pink, peach, gray, black, white, beige, brown, and/or orangeChakra(s)heart,
root, solar, navelPlanet(s)MercuryNumber(s)13Element(s)airMohs scale6.5–7Astro
sign(s)Virgo, GeminiAffirmation I think abstractly. I am extremely creative. Creative thoughts are
constantly coming to me. Patterns and different perspectives give me insight and understanding.
I am imaginative, and I easily arrive at solutions to challenges as they present themselves. My
creative endeavors come to fruition. I am enthusiastic and confident.Spiritual uses The banded
patterns within this stone form a vortex of energy that opens your spiritual ears and eyes,
enabling you to receive channeled messages. Being an agate, this stone keeps you grounded
while you “download” spiritual wisdom and knowledge. It is helpful to integrate complex and
abstract spiritual beliefs and concepts. It’s a great aid in studying spiritual texts.Mental uses The
swirling colors of Botswana agate amplify the creative vibe for connecting with artistic ideas.
With its banded patterns, this stone also assists you in recognizing the patterns in your life and



within yourself. It is beneficial to be conscious of repetitive patterns and clarifies what shifts you
might choose to make. When you are in the process of changing your reality, one of the first
assignments is to use the tool of self-observation. This tool gives you the ability to observe if you
are stuck in a rut or limiting belief systems.Emotional uses Botswana agate can help you step
into your swirling emotions by using abstract thinking. Because it aids with the ability to look at
things outside the box, it provides objectivity. It promotes observing your emotions from many
different angles, thereby removing the strong attachment to those emotions. Use this stone to
tap into the expression of emotions through art.Physical uses Botswana agate is a good stone
for improving skin tone, texture, and collagen production. Regardless of the stone’s color, the
underlying energy of all agates is grounding and stabilizing. When you combine the lofty energy
of creativity that lies within this stone with the energy of groundedness, you receive additional
assistance in manifesting conscious action to make your intentions a reality. This is a stone for
artists and inventors.Divine guidance Do you find that you are able to see things from a different
angle than most people? Are you able to see solutions to challenges? You are extremely intuitive
and creative. Use your innate gifts to make your life and the lives of others a bit easier. You are
capable of maintaining your focus and accomplishing great things.About the stone:Botswana
agate is silicon dioxide forming microcrystalline quartz exhibiting white and gray banding. The
stones are translucent to opaque and are found in Botswana, Africa.Agate, BrownOpen Up!
Color(s)translucent to opaque brownChakra(s)rootPlanet(s)Saturn,
CeresNumber(s)4Element(s)earthMohs scale6.5–7Astro sign(s)CapricornAffirmation It’s easy to
open myself up to allow the light in. I unlock the secrets of my soul. I am aware of my thoughts
and belief systems. I am a caretaker of the earth. I spend time in nature. My connection with
fairies is strong. I am a talented gardener!Spiritual uses Brown agate is a perfect stone for
connecting with the elemental spirits, devic forces, and the fairy kingdom. The plant and other
earth spirits are aligned with this stone. With it, you can tap into the wisdom of the earth
stewards. This stone opens up the “trap doors” on the soles of your feet, grounding you so that
you can communicate with the nature spirits.Mental uses The color of the earth, brown agate is
a useful tool for grounding your awareness by connecting to the soil. It is easy to get distracted,
go off on tangents, and never get anything done, but this stone can gently keep you on task
while still allowing the energy of fun, play, and creativity.Emotional uses Brown agate reminds
you that laughter and play are keys to a balanced emotional state. This stone wants you to make
mud pies and reactivate your childlike nature. The carefree energy of this stone, which is
strongly aligned with the nature spirits, helps you heal your inner child and issues from the past.
This stone also helps you to sort out your emotions so that you can recognize that all that exists
is this present moment.Physical uses Brown agate is a good tool for balancing the absorption
and elimination processes of the physical body. This stone helps you remove toxins from your
physical body through your reconnection with nature. It reminds you to spend time with the trees,
grass, and flowers, which aid in physical health and well-being. This is a good stone for
gardeners, landscape architects, herbalists, aromatherapists, and ecologists.Divine guidance



Have you been spending time in nature? How does your garden grow? Whether you live in a
small city apartment or on an expansive farm, you can always find a way to establish your roots
in the earth and nature. Use the negative ions of the mountains, sea, or air for your overall
good.About the stone:Brown agate is silicon dioxide forming microcrystalline quartz with a
brownish hue. Stones can be translucent to opaque.Agate, Green-DyedBe Green!
Color(s)greenChakra(s)heartPlanet(s)NeptuneNumber(s)9Element(s)waterMohs scale6.5–
7Astro sign(s)PiscesAffirmation It’s easy to “be green.” I make conscious, informed purchases. I
recycle used materials. I reuse as much as possible. It is my aimto leave this world a better place
than it was when I arrived. I am dedicated toleaving a minimal footprint on the planet.Spiritual
uses Green-dyed agate opens your mind to understanding the spiritual dimensions of plants and
plant-life forms. Plants have a consciousness in similar alignment to the consciousness of
animals. This stone allows you to hear messages from the plant kingdom and to benefit from its
vast knowledge.Mental uses With green-dyed agate in hand, contemplate the limiting belief
systems and outdated thoughtforms (mental energy) that need to be removed from your
consciousness. Set the intention to release this clutter from your mind and energy field, and
foster positivity in its place.Emotional uses Green-dyed agate helps you to remember to cleanse
and purify your body as well as your environment. As you release toxins or unnecessary clutter
in your life, you will make a healthier and clearer space in which to live. With this stone close by,
take advantage of the healing properties of a swim in a pool, lake, or ocean, or simply relax in a
bath.Physical uses Green-dyed agate reminds you that there is great power in “being green.”
Recycling keeps your physical space in order and this stone keeps you aware of how the
materials you leave behind might affect the next seven generations. This stone can be used by
vegetarians and/or vegans for making peace with the plant kingdom and thanking it for the
sustenance it provides.Divine guidance Are you in the process of reinventing yourself ? This is a
time for self-renewal and realignment. Take time to reflect on where you’ve been and where you
are going. Connect with the power of the future generations and decide how you will make this
world a better place.About the stone:Silicon dioxide formed into microcrystalline quartz with
synthetic green color enhancement.Agate, Green MossMountain AirColor(s)translucent to
opaque green fern-like sprays within clear or milky quartzChakra(s)heart, rootPlanet(s)Earth,
Venus, CeresNumber(s)2Element(s)earthMohs scale6.5–7Astro sign(s)TaurusAffirmation I
spend time in nature. I have an intimate connection with Mother Earth and tools for natural
healing. Essential oils and herbs bring balance to my life. I am aware of the sacred ground
beneath my feet. The green energy of plants and trees restore my body, mind, and spirit.Spiritual
uses Green moss agate holds within it the spiritual wisdom of the keepers, or devic forces, of the
plant kingdom. Working with this stone provides a portal through which you can access the
world of fairies, gnomes, and elves. This stone helps inspire you when working with herbs and
aromatherapy for body, mind, and spirit. Green moss agate is good for aligning your energy with
Archangels Raphael and Thuriel.
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Serena, “Great for Explorers of the Metaphysical Realm!. First of all, let me tell you this book is
gorgeous!! The beautiful design and layout really make it a joy to look at. The font is easy to
read, with enough space in between to write down notes. The photos of each crystal are ~crystal
clear~, although I do wish the author would’ve used pictures of both the raw and tumbled
varieties of each stone, rather than one or the other.This book is best suited for someone who
has an interest in the metaphysical aspects of the stones. There are a few fascinating scientific
facts pertaining to each one, but remember that this book was written by an author who works
primarily with reiki, so for those looking for a traditional book on solidified facts about crystals
and minerals, you’re most likely best to avoid this one.For those looking for deeper meaning and
to do a bit of soul searching, I highly recommend this book! It’s simple enough to follow along,
yet detailed to the point when after you’re done, you feel like you know what you’re doing a little
more.Pros:-gorgeous layout, easy to read, full color-detailed explanations of how to work with
your stones for full spiritual potential-includes common varieties of each stone, and how they
pertain to the metaphysical worldCons:-amazon decided to ship my book in a soft package,
which exposed it to bends and page damage. Seriously?! For a new book, I expected crisp and
NEW pages. (No fault of the author)-Very little proven science shown in this book! It would be
helpful to include more viewpoints for a well rounded perspective*UPDATE*I contacted Amazon
and they sent me a new copy, still in a soft package but in much better condition. Beware of
seller packaging!”

GypsyCat, “This is definitely an Essential guide on crystals. This book has been on my desk
since I got it. I am constantly going back to it for information. I will not even consider putting it in
the bookshelf I use it so much. There is so much information in this book on how to use the
crystals: for body, mind and spirit.She even gives a reading for if you are drawn to a crystal.The
pictures are gorgeous and help you in identifying the crystals if you already own some.She
covers how to use them with your chakras, and how to use them to make grids.Love this books
so much.”

Enchantress, “A Gem Of A Book. I love this book. I had been back and forth about the type of
crystal book I should get so I put off getting one and I am glad that I did. This book has so much
info in it. It gives the Spiritual, Mental, Emotional and Physical uses of the gem. It even gives
Astrological, Chakra, and Elemental association as well as numbers and more. It even included
affirmations you can use when working with the stones. I will definitely hold on to this book and I
am glad I waited to buy my book on gems because this book is a gem. Thank You so much.”

Stephanie, “I highly recommend. This is a great book. I own several crystal books and this is one
of the best. It gives detailed info on each crystal, including an affirmation, it’s spiritual uses,
mental uses, emotional uses, physical uses and divine guidance. It tells the crystals color,



chakra, planet, number, Element(s), mohs scale, and Astro sign. It’s full of great information and
is a fantastic resource for a beginner, or someone who’s been using crystals for a long time.”

The Wandering Intuitive, “My new favorite crystal book!. This is my go to book after Judy Halls
Crystal Bible. It doesn't have every crystal but the way she has everything broken down per
crystal is wonderful! Straight forward and concise, and there's intentions for each crystal also.
She has a wonderful section on grids and placement that everyone can follow. I would
recommend this for people just starting out with crystals!”

Deanna I. Sava, “Glad I purchased the book. I really like this book a lot. It might not have a
comprehensive list of all the crystals, but includes many common ones. Photos are great. I just
began collecting crystals, minerals and gemstones so am not familiar with what most of them
look like --- so I brought the book with me to the rock store so I would have an idea of what the
stone should look like. Very helpful book because of the photos, stones' properties and other
information that's in the book. In addition to information about specific stone, the author
provides basic information related to stones (such as cleansing them).”

Lee C., “My favorite crystal book. My favorite crystal book of all time! I actually had one, and it
got misplaced (how??) so I ordered another one. Got a lot better price here than I had locally.
It's an unexpectedly heavy book.  I wouldn't trade it for 10 other crystal books.”

Jacqueline Bennett, “Such a good book!. I am on the start of my Pagan/Witchcraft Journey and
this book is excellent! Very detailed covering all the basis and even more. Worth the read even if
your path differs to mine.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great reference crystal book. Great reference crystal book!It provides
alphabetical information on 160 crystals, to assist you to improve your life 'mentally, physically,
emotionally and spiritually'.I am very happy with this book purchase.”

Katerina Prague, “Beautiful metaphysical guide. If you are interested in the more of a
metaphysical approach to working with minerals, stones and crystals this is the book for you. It
has a nice alphabetical list of them, even of those which are not that common, and this aspect I
find this guide to be rather comprehensive. I have spent many an evening since I had purchased
this book reading and rereading each mineral's description and its emotional/spirtual and
physical use as its truly a read that is nurturing to my soul.”

Sue Pegg, “Good information.. This was my first experience with M. A. Lembo, & I found a lot of
new information in this book.”

annie h, “Beautiful book. This book has lovely pictures and alot of information, for crystal



collectors it is a must read.Well written informative and in my opinion one of the best crystal
books around”

Suzie Ridler, “Fantastic resource. This is a sense book with a ton of information on stones and
crystals, just what I was looking for. Focus is mostly on the metaphysical which is perfect for my
enchanted jewelry making but the book’s spine is damaged which is very disappointing. It clearly
was thrown onto my doorstep and creased along the spine.”

The book by Margaret Ann Lembo has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 324 people have provided
feedback.
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